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BEST CHEF, WORST CHEF

LOAFERS AROUND THE WORLD

6 x 60 / 2014 / ID: 147698 / betty

25 x 50 / Sirovina & Sinovi

Michelin-starred chefs from Britain’s most
celebrated restaurants take on some of the
country’s worst young cooks to transform
them into world-class chefs. In this new sixpart series, the protégés are forced to swap
their fast food cuisine for intricate fine dining
as they’re hot-housed by their mentors in
just three weeks and tasked to put their
new-found skills to the test. Have the worst
chefs got what it takes to grace top
restaurant kitchens?

A finalist in the European “Rose d’Or”
Television Awards, this innovative show
combines travel, competition and comedy
and underlines it with a good dose of
celebrity watch. It follows the celebs as
they travel to foreign places and perform
funny tasks whilst being obstructed by
locals. Lots of laughter, adventure and
travel, all packed into one show.
MAN V EXPERT
6 x 60 / 2014 / ID: 145022 / Magnum Media

CULTURE SHOCK NORWAY
10 x 90 / 2015 / Monster Entertainment

Today, five million Americans boast
Norwegian ancestry, although most of them
could not find Norway on a map and know
virtually nothing about their culture. Now,
twelve Norwegian-Americans have the
chance to reclaim their lost heritage. Twelve
clueless contestants are dropped into the
heart of Norway to complete a series of
extreme cultural challenges to win a grand
prize of $50,000 and a family reunion with
their long-lost relatives in Norway. No
matter whether contestants are from
Germany, England, Scandinavia or Japan,
Culture Shock is a proven successful format.
EXCHANGE OFFICE
28 x 45 / 2006 / Sirovina & Sinovi

In this format, a celebrity switches their life
with an anonymous citizen for a full day. On
the second day, their roles are reversed.
Watch a Wimbledon champion as a bin man,
a pop icon as a construction worker, a rich
tycoon as a homeless person – and vice
versa.
WEDDING HOUSE
10 x 60 / 2010 / ID: 137991 / betty

Want a dream wedding without the nuisance
of planning? In a stately country mansion,
Wedding House’s creative team of experts
takes care of the details and plans one-stop
nuptials services, where couples can indulge
their wildest matrimonial fantasies. Witness
30 couples tie the knot in the most unusual,
crazy, romantic and unconventional ways.
This is sure to have audiences saying "I Do."

Experts and champions train for years to
reach the top of their field. But what if it
was possible to take them on, and win,
without the countless hours of training?
"Man V Expert" finds out if it’s ever
possible to shortcut your way to the top.
British actor, writer and stage magician,
Alexis Conran, takes on intense challenges
against world class experts, to see if he
can find a way to beat them at their own
game, without going through years of hard
work and training. In any normal head-tohead contest, Alexis wouldn’t have a
chance, but he will travel the world and
look into science and technology and call
on his hustling skills to see if he can find a
way to come out on top. He then shares
the techniques and tricks he used in his
attempt to beat the expert, whether that’s
a sporting champion, a professor or even
the World’s Strongest Man.
MASTERPIECES FOR ALL
2 x 60 / Sirovina & Sinovi

Everyday people reading the greatest
literature classics, this innovative, witty
and successful recipe is bringing the
beauty of reading and literature closer to
the audience. In each episode, two groups
of ordinary people are reading fragments
of the world’s literary classics aloud. Fire
fighters, hunters, bikers and students
share their impressions, experience and
emotions on the literature and themes
they have read.
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MONEY CAT

UGLY HOUSE TO LOVELY HOUSE

2015 / The Studio

6 x 60 / 2015 / ID: 150098 / betty

Put your money where your meow-is! Do
you think you know what Fluffy does after
you leave the house? Is she curled up on
your bed like an obedient cat or wreaking
havoc like a crazed calico, hopped upon cat
nip all throughout your quiet abode? In the
new half-hour in-studio game show, Money
Cat, three passionate cat owners go head-tohead to prove who knows their kitty best
and earn money along the way.

Hosted by expert architect George Clarke,
this radical design series champions the
power of great architecture to transform
undervalued and unloved British housing
stock into exciting spaces. In each episode,
awarding-winning architects grapple with
an “ugly” house and re-model it into an
amazing new home, while sticking to a
budget of around £50,000. The results are
surprising, inspiring and challenge our
ideas about how we live in the 21st
century.

OBSESSIVE COMPULSIVE CLEANERS
6 x 60 / 2013 / ID: 138222 / betty

Meet the Obsessive Compulsive Cleaners:
individuals who take cleaning and order to a
whole new level. Hayley buys more cleaning
products than food in her weekly shop;
Michelle spends over 60 hours a week
cleaning her house; and Richard is obsessed
with order in his home to the detriment of
his relationships. In each episode, an
obsessive cleaner is paired with a borderline
hoarder to help bring order to chaos and put
their obsession with cleaning to good use.
SAY YES TO THE DRESS

ARE YOU FITTER THAN A PENSIONER
6 x 60 / 2010 / ID: 132954 / betty

American old age has undergone a facelift
- frail and weak is now a thing of the past.
In this series, young unfit, unhealthy Brits
are sent off to an American adult active
retirement community to see if they can
meet the challenge of proving their fitness
against the super-fit senior residents. The
new breed of pensioners will prove ideal
mentors to the young Brits, but will the
experience shock them into changing their
ways for good?

6 x 60 / 2006 / ID: 55906 / Half Yard Productions

Say Yes to the Dress takes us into the inner
workings of one of the world's premier bridal
salons, New York City's Kleinfeld Bridal. Part
fashion show, part bridal story, part family
therapy, Say Yes to the Dress showcases the
hurdles every staff member must face to
make each bride happy with her choice.
TOURIST BY SURPRISE
10 x 50 / 2010 / Sirovina & Sinovi

An adventure TV travel series from a
different perspective, this show takes a
tourist who doesn’t know anything about a
country on a 24-hour journey – without any
money! A spontaneous trip through the
country, the villages, towns and cities where
the tourists meet locals, listen to their
stories and experience the local culture. A
fun and entertaining show to remind us of
what an interesting and beautiful place we
live in.

BIG BRAIN THEORY (TOP ENGINEER)
8 x 60 / 2011 / ID: 26480 / Pilgrim Films & Television, Inc.

Ten of the nation’s brightest minds face
off in a competition designed to discover if
America still has what it takes to lead the
world with innovative concepts. The
contestants live together, work together
and forge alliances all while trying to prove
they have what it takes to rise above the
rest as America’s next great innovator. As
the competition continues, the challenges
get more extreme and some buckle under
the pressure to succeed. Contestants are
eliminated one by one until only one
remains, winning the $50,000 prize, a job
at WET and the ultimate prize as the
winner of The Big Brain Theory.
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THE FOOD INSPECTORS

ULTIMATE SHOPPER

4 x 30 / 2012 / ID: 139488 / betty

7 x 60 / 2012 / ID: 137319 / betty

Matt Allwright and Chris Hollins join Britain’s
environmental health teams to lift the lid on
how these hidden heroes protect the foodloving British public. Dealing with public
complaints, investigating contaminated
samples and spot-checking establishments,
it’s never a dull day for a food inspector.

Ultimate Shopper pits four self proclaimed
fashionistas head to head in a series of
style-based challenges to be judged by a
discerning and stylish panel of three
experts, as well as a celebrity judge on
each episode. Whether it’s crafting the
perfect look for a beach wedding or
choosing the right outfit for a ball, these
fashion fanatics must dress to impress the
panel and outdo their opponents if they
are to be crowned “top of the frocks” and
win their wardrobe.

THE JOY OF TEEN SEX
4 x 60 / 2010 / ID: 137925 / betty

Sex is a part of every teenager’s life. They
think about it, they worry about it and they
do it. Fronted by sex education experts, this
series explores the love and sex lives of
today’s British teenagers - presenting
solutions to the emotional and physical
problems that many experience. In these
open and frank conversations, no subject is
off limits.
CAKE BOSS: NEXT GREAT BAKER
8 x 60 / 2010 / ID: 56444 / High Noon Entertainment

Buddy Valastro puts ten talented pastry
chefs through the ringer to earn the title of
Next Great Baker. At stake - $50,000 cash
and a chance to work side-by-side with
Buddy at Carlo's Bakery.
TOP HOOKER
8 x 60 / 2012 / ID: 137847 / Pilgrim Films & Television, Inc

A diverse group of ten dynamic anglers take
to America’s coastlines, lakes and waterways
in an outrageous competition that will blow
your everyday sport-fishing tournament out
of the water! From a harpoon-wielding
Southern belle to a South African
bodybuilder, these men and women are
from incredibly different backgrounds but
they’re all diving in with hopes of outhooking
the competition. To come out on top, they’ll
have to master everything that host Reno
Collier throws at them. In the end, only one
will be left standing to claim victory.

THE UNDATEABLES
3 x 60 / 2011 / ID: 137989 / betty

Looking for love can be tricky but some
find it harder than others. Add disability to
the equation and it can sometimes seem
impossible. We follow the journey of
several extraordinary singletons as they
enter the dating circuit in pursuit of love.
From a stand-up comedian with Tourettes
to an office worker with Down’s
Syndrome, we look at the realities of
looking for love in an image-obsessed
world, where too many people make snap
judgements based on first impressions and even consider some to be
'undateable'.
UNDERDOG TO WONDERDOG
10 x 60 / 2008 / ID: 124029 / Sharp Entertainment

There’s nothing more heartbreaking than
looking into the sad, helpless eyes of an
abandoned stray dog that hasn’t been
adopted from a shelter. Underdog to
Wonderdog takes that same stray shelter
pup and turns its four-legged life
completely around. Our very own Dog
Wonder Team comes to the rescue when
they transplant needy canines into their
very own Cinderella fairytale!
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